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RIGF INFO DIR CITE WAVE 8961

12DEC63 IN 79512

DY JOUR PBRUMEN

REF RIGF 2833 (IN 74474)

1. AMBUD-7 ACTIVE MEMBER AMICE BUT NOT DIRECTLY CONTACTED BY STATION. RELATIONS WITH HIM HANDLED THROUGH AMOT-20 AND AMICE-3. CANCELLED PCA BEING RENEWED.

2. A-7 AVAILABLE FOR RIGF ASSIGNMENT AND PROBABLY AMIENABLE.
   BUT RECALL IN DISCUSSION OF WAVE 3737 PROPOSAL, A-7 DESIRED KEEP FAMILY WAVE AREA AND ESTIMATED COST SEPARATE MAINTENANCE TOTAL $900 MONTHLY PLUS OPEX EXPENSES. CURRENT SALARY $225 PER MONTH.

3. WAVE FUNDS NOT AVAILABLE FOR AMICE REPS ABROAD. PAST EXCEPTION FOR A-7 BOGO TOUR BASED SPECIAL AMBUD STATUS WHICH NO LONGER POSSIBLE. THEREFORE SUGGEST ALSTOR-1 CORRESPONDENCE INCLUDE FINANCIAL COMMITMENT RIGF WILLING UNDERTAKE. WILL ADVISE A-7 REACTIONS WHEN A-1 OFFER RECEIVED BY AMICE.
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